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ABSTRACT

Many large collections of news videos dating back several

decades can now be accessed online. For users to easily re-

trieve a compilation of stories on a particular event/topic and

to quickly sample each story clip, all the news videos must be

precisely segmented into stories and a representative video

summary must be generated for each story. In this paper,

we demonstrate that effectively exploiting the visual similar-

ities pervasive in all news videos can greatly help to fulfill

these technical requirements and thus enable the dynamic re-

trieval and mixing of small news video fragments. Two new

algorithms are developed to accurately detect two important

sources of visual similarity: (1) similar preview and story

frames, and (2) repeated appearances of a news anchor. As

a result, valuable sources of preview clips and informative

clues about story boundaries are obtained from identification

of these visual similarities. The retrieval engine implemented

in both algorithms employs compact global image signatures

and requires a small memory footprint, so that many instances

of the detection algorithms can run concurrently on the same

server for fast processing of a large collection of news videos.

At the same time, the retrieval engine is robust to the large

appearance variations encountered in the preview matching

and anchor detection problems. In addition, since the video

frame’s color information is not required in our algorithms,

both modern color and vintage black-and-white news footage

can be processed in the same framework.

Index Terms— Visual similarity, news video analysis,

story segmentation, preview detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Large collections of news videos now exist at many univer-

sities, institutions, and companies. Examples include the

Vanderbilt Television News Archive1, Internet Archive2, and

TVEyes3. These large collections are immensely valuable to

journalists, historians, and researchers as well as to general

1http://tvnews.vanderbilt.edu
2http://archive.org/details/tv
3http://www.tveyes.com/

consumers. Finding the exact video fragments which cor-

respond to stories of a particular event or topic within these

large archives, however, is still challenging. It is highly desir-

able to automatically (1) generate a compilation of accurately

segmented news clips for a user-specified query and (2) pro-

vide short video summaries so that customers can preview

each clip before deciding to borrow or purchase the entire

clip. To achieve these two goals, each episode of a television

news program must be precisely segmented into individual

stories, and a short but highly representative video summary

must be generated for each story.

In this paper, we address the aforementioned technical

challenges by exploiting visual similarity within news videos.

Visual similarities are found in abundance throughout a news

broadcast and reveal valuable information about the structure

of the broadcast. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show mosaics of keyframes

for a 30-minute episode of NBC Nightly News and a 30-

minute episode of ABC World News. Two important sources

of visual similarity can be identified in the figure:

• Frames in teasers or previews are visually similar to

frames in the actual stories that appear later. A few exam-

ples of matching preview and story frames are highlighted

with red borders and marked with letters A, B, C, D, ....

• Frames in an anchor shot are visually similar to frames

in another anchor shot. Keyframes from all anchor shots

are highlighted with yellow and cyan borders and marked

with numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, ....

Accurate detection of these visual similarities is useful for

analysis, organization, and mixing. First, by matching the

preview frames to corresponding story frames, we obtain (1)

a rich source of preview clips and (2) informative clues about

story boundaries because a preview typically precedes a story

or a commercial break. Second, by detecting appearances of

a news anchor, we obtain (1) another source of preview clips

because many stories start with introductory statements by the

anchor, (2) the option of removing the anchor shots and fo-

cusing on just the contributed stories, and (3) important cues

for story segmentation because anchor appearances are highly

correlated with story boundaries.

Anchor appearance has been frequently used as a higher-

level visual feature in many story segmentation methods; a
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Fig. 1. Gray blocks in the center are mosaics of keyframes.

Visually similar preview/story frames or anchor frames are

highlighted in red or yellow/cyan, respectively.

good review of the topic is available in [1]. Zhang et al.

[2], Hanjalic et al. [3], and Liu and Huang [4] have devel-

oped model-based and template-based anchor detection algo-

rithms. Alternatively, Gao and Tang [5], De Santo et al. [6],

Gao et al. [7], D’Anna et al. [8], Ma and Lee [9], and Broilo et

al. [10] perform model-free anchor detection by clustering of

frames in different feature spaces or by graph theoretical anal-

ysis on shots. Liu et al. [11] and Zheng et al. [12] employ

spatio-temporal slices for visual analysis. Anchor detection

has also been addressed from a classification perspective by

Bertini et al. [13], Xiao et al. [14], and Lee et al. [15].

Robust detection of visual similarity in news videos

is challenging because there are various distortions be-

tween similar frames including image scale changes, bright-

ness/contrast deviations, object movement, cropping, back-

ground variations, and clutter, as can be seen from Fig. 1.

Additionally, efficient detection methods are required to pro-

cess a large set of news videos. We design and develop pre-

view matching and anchor detection algorithms which are re-

silient against many types of visual distortions. For preview

matching, our algorithm first detects preview frames using on-

screen text features and then retrieves visually similar story

frames using local image features. For anchor detection, our

algorithm retrieves similar frames for every frame, identifies

frames which have multiple matches throughout the video,

and removes false positive detections by comparing the candi-

date anchor frames to each other. The image retrieval engine

used in both algorithms achieves high retrieval performance

in spite of large geometric and photometric variations. At the

same time, since the retrieval engine is extremely memory-

efficient, more instances of these algorithms can run concur-

rently on a multi-core server for a given system memory limit,

making our detection algorithms attractive for analyzing large

news video collections.

The algorithms presented in this paper will only utilize the

grayscale information in video frames, and therefore the algo-

rithms can be applied to both modern color and vintage black-

and-white news clips, which is important for analyzing histor-

ical news footage in archives. In contrast, the vast majority of

current anchor detection algorithms require color information

of the anchor, studio background, and on-screen graphics to

detect human faces and to generate color histograms or mo-

ments for visual similarity comparison. Reliance on color in-

formation constrains these algorithms to process only color

news clips.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Sec. 2 presents

our algorithm for robustly matching preview frames to story

frames based on a memory-efficient retrieval engine. Then,

Sec. 3 follows by describing our algorithm for anchor detec-

tion, which utilizes the same retrieval engine. Experimental

results in Sec. 4 demonstrate the effectiveness of our algo-

rithms on a heteregeneous set of news videos.

2. ALGORITHM FOR PREVIEW MATCHING

Visually similar preview and story frames can still differ

considerably by geometric and photometric transformations

as well as adjacent clutter such as people and computer-

generated graphics. We have developed a preview match-

ing pipeline as shown in Fig. 2 for robustly and efficiently

matching preview and story frames in spite of these visual

distortions. The first two blocks in the pipeline detect pre-

view frames and define the preview regions of interest, while

the subsequent four blocks retrieve similar story frames for

the detected preview frames. Both the text and local image

features in the video frames are utilized for accurate preview

frame detection, and a database is constructed for storing the

global signatures computed from the local image features of

video frames.
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Fig. 2. Proposed preview matching pipeline.

2.1. Preview Frame Detection

The first step in the pipeline of Fig. 2 is detection of text in a

video frame with a detector based on edge-pruned maximally

stable extremal regions [16] and recognition of the detected

text with the Tesseract OCR engine [17]. We consider two

types of preview frames: Type A frames occur at the begin-

ning of the broadcast and Type B frames occur later in the

broadcast prior to commercial breaks. Type A frames are de-

tected as those frames which precede the program’s opening

logo transition and contain at least one text box. In contrast,

Type B frames are detected as those frames that contain at

least one text box and have a news-specific transition phrase

such as “Coming Up” recognized by OCR in one of the text

boxes.

The next processing step is an adaptive cropping of the

preview frame to the preview region that is designed to greatly

reduce false positive image matches during retrieval. In

Fig. 2, it can be seen that the preview region is usually ad-

jacent to the anchor or to a computer-generated banner. If the

entire frame is matched against a database of frames from the

rest of the video, there will be false positive matches to other

frames showing the anchor or the same type of banner. Thus,

cropping out the interfering portions of the frame and retain-

ing just the preview region can significantly improve match-

ing accuracy. For Type A preview frames, the region above

and right of the largest detected text box is kept. For Type

B preview frames, the region above the largest detected text

box is kept as the matching target. In both cases, the adaptive

cropping is performed automatically.

2.2. Story Frame Retrieval

After adaptive cropping of the preview frame to the preview

region, the subsequent steps in the pipeline of Fig. 2 focus

on retrieving similar story frames. First, local features such

as SURF [18] are extracted from the grayscale version of the

cropped preview region. Then, the local features are aggre-

gated using the Residual Enhanced Visual Vector (REVV)

[19] into a memory-efficient global image signature to sum-

marize the most relevant image characteristics. REVV sig-
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Fig. 3. Proposed anchor detection pipeline.

natures are binary vectors that can be compared directly in

the compressed domain using bitwise XOR and can be stored

compactly in a small amount of memory. The REVV signa-

ture of the preview frame is quickly compared against REVV

signatures of keyframes throughout the news video to gener-

ate a ranked list of the most similar story frames. Temporal

nonmaximum suppression is applied within the ranked list to

identify database candidates which are separated in time by 1
second or more. Finally, the story frames within the shortlist

are verified with RANSAC [20] for geometric consistency in

matching local feature keypoint locations with respect to the

preview frame.

Since the REVV-based retrieval engine is memory-

efficient, it is feasible to run different instances of the preview

matching algorithm for many news videos concurrently on a

multi-core server. This is especially important for analyzing

a large collection of news videos. Incremental database up-

dates can also be performed efficiently because the REVV

signatures for different database frames are encoded indepen-

dently. At the same time, REVV signatures are discriminative

for large-scale retrieval, so the algorithm can quickly and reli-

ably match preview and story frames in spite of considerable

visual distortions. Experimental results in Sec. 4 will demon-

strate high matching accuracy across many different videos

with low system memory usage.

3. ALGORITHM FOR ANCHOR DETECTION

One distinctive property of the news anchor is that he/she

reappears frequently throughout an episode. This property

can be seen from the mosaics in Fig. 1 and can also be cap-

tured accurately by computing REVV similarity scores be-

tween every pair of keyframes. We now present an effective

anchor detector that first exploits intra-episode visual similar-

ity and then further exploits inter-episode visual similarity.

3.1. Intra-Episode Detection

The steps of the intra-episode anchor detection pipeline are

depicted in Fig. 3. First, human faces are detected in the

grayscale version of video keyframes using the Viola-Jones

detector [21], and the frames that contain no faces are ex-



Algorithm 1 Intra-episode anchor detection.

Require: Function S (F,G) which evaluates the similarity between

global image signatures for frames F and G.

Require: Function R (F,G) which evaluates the number of feature

matches between frames F and G using RANSAC.

Require: Function TNS (F) which performs temporal nonmaxi-

mum suppression on a set of frames F.

Require: Timestamp T (Fi) for frame Fi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ Nframes

and Nframes is the number of keyframes.

Formation of Initial Candidates

Finitial = ∅
for i = 1 → Nframes do

Fsimilar = {Fj : S (Fi, Fj) > Tscore}
Nframes
j=1

Fdistant = {Fj : |T (Fi)− T (Fj)| > Ttime,high}
Nframes

j=1

Fneighbors = Fsimilar ∩ Fdistant

Fneighbors,max = TNS (Fneighbors)
Fransac = {F ∈ Fneighbors,max : R (F, Fi) > Transac,low}
if |Fransac| > Nransac then

Finitial := Finitial ∪ Fi

end if

end for

Pruning of False Candidates

Fpruned = ∅
for F ∈ Finitial do

Fdistant = {G ∈ Finitial : |T (F )− T (G)| > Ttime,high}
Fdistant,max = TNS (Fdistant)
Rdistant = mean ({R (F,G) : G ∈ Fdistant,max})
if Rdistant > Transac,low then

Fpruned := Fpruned ∪ F

end if

end for

Expansion to Nearby Candidates

Fintra = Fpruned

for F ∈ Fpruned do

Fsimilar = {Fj : R (F, Fj) > Transac,high}
Nframes

j=1

Fnearby = {Fj : |T (F )− T (Fj)| < Ttime,low}
Nframes
j=1

Fintra := Fintra ∪ (Fsimilar ∩ Fnearby)
end for

cluded from further consideration. Then, for all the remaining

frames, local features are extracted and global REVV signa-

tures are generated by aggregating these local features. The

global signatures for every pair of frames are compared, re-

sulting in a matrix of pairwise similarity scores.

Subsequently, detection of anchor frames is performed in

these last three stages: (1) formation of initial anchor candi-

dates, (2) pruning of false candidates, and (3) expansion of the

candidate set to include nearby visually similar frames. The

detailed description of the last three stages is presented in Al-

gorithm 1, and the output of the algorithm is a set of anchor

candidate frames Fintra. The thresholds used in the algorithm

are optimized separately for each news program by iterative

coordinate ascent to maximize the detection accuracy over a

training set. Higher values for Tscore, Transac,low, and Transac,high

Fig. 4. Examples of matching anchor frames from different

episodes of NBC Nightly News (left) and ABC World News

(right). Yellow lines connect matching feature keypoints.

Algorithm 2 Inter-episode anchor detection.

F = frames from a video

Ganchor = anchor frames from another video

Fintra = IntraEpisodeDetector (F)
Fother = F \ Fintra

Finter = ∅
for G ∈ Ganchor do

Fsimilar = {F ∈ Fother : S (F,G) > Tscore,inter}
Fsimilar,max = TNS (Fsimilar)
Fransac = {F ∈ Fsimilar,max : R (F,G) > Transac,inter}
Finter := Finter ∪ Fransac

end for

yield frame matches which are more visually similar. Higher

values for Nransac require each anchor frame to match a larger

number of other anchor frames at different times in the video.

Finally, higher values of Ttime,high require visual matches more

separated in time, while higher values of Ttime,low allow for a

larger temporal neighborhood in the final expansion step.

3.2. Intra + Inter-Episode Detection

By incorporating additional information about inter-episode

visual similarity for a given news program, we can further

improve detection accuracy. Challenges for the inter-episode

detector are that on different days, the main anchor will wear

different outfits and there may be substitute or weekend an-

chors. For example, Fig. 4 shows matching frames from dif-

ferent episodes of NBC Nightly News and ABC World News.

In these examples, matching visually similar patterns in the

studio background may be just as important as matching sim-

ilarities in the anchor himself/herself. Certain types of anchor

shots which occur once per episode, e.g., side-view shots,

may be missed by the intra-episode detector but can be well

detected using the inter-episode detector.

The procedure described in Algorithm 2 is carried out to

detect inter-episode anchor matches Finter, starting from the

intra-episode candidates Fintra from the same video and an-

chor frames Ganchor from another video. Then, the intra +

inter-episode detector considers the union Finter ∪ Fintra as the

final result. The intra-episode detector excels at finding an-



Table 1. Comparison of preview matching performance.

Types A and B refer to preview frames that occur at the start

of an episode or before a commercial break, respectively.

REVV GIST

Memory Usage Per Video 10.3 MB 65.9 MB

Retrieval Recall: Type A 0.90 0.48

Retrieval Recall: Type B 0.93 0.62

chor frames with similarities to other anchor frames within

the same episode, while the inter-episode detector effectively

finds the types of anchor frames that reoccur across different

episodes, e.g., side-view shots. Experimental results in Sec. 4

will show that the intra + inter-episode detector obtains the

best performance.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Preview Matching

To evaluate the accuracy of the preview matching algorithm,

we assembled a set of news videos covering 5 episodes of

NBC Nightly News and 5 episodes of ABC World News

from December of 2012. All matching preview and story

frames in these videos were manually annotated. Keyframes

are uniformly sampled at 10 frames/second from each video

to ensure accurate matching even for preview shots contain-

ing large object or camera motions. Thus, 18000 keyframes

are extracted for every 30-minute episode. In total, 4516 pre-

view keyframes were detected in the 10 test videos, with 2543
Type A preview keyframes (occurring at the start of episodes)

and 1973 Type B preview keyframes (occurring before com-

mercial breaks). Each preview frame is queried against a

database of story frames from the same episode. Over all

the test videos, we measure the retrieval recall = (# correctly

matched preview frames) / (# preview frames).

In this study, two types of global image signatures are

evaluated for retrieval performance: (1) REVV signatures

which are designed for efficient mobile visual search [19] and

(2) GIST signatures [22, 23] which are popular in the com-

puter vision literature and have been utilized in many image

matching applications. To generate REVV signatures, we em-

ploy local SURF features [18] for its low computational cost.

REVV uses a codebook of 190 centroids and a 32-bit hash

for each centroid visited by the local features of an image.

To generate GIST signatures, according to the recommended

settings in [23], each image is resized to a 32 × 32 square

image and a 960-dimensional GIST vector is computed. By

comparing global signatures between the adaptively cropped

preview region and all the video keyframes, a ranked list of

story frames is generated for each preview frame. Within a

shortlist of the 50 most similar story frames, geometric veri-

fication with RANSAC [20] is further applied. Empirically, a

Table 2. Comparison of anchor detection performance.

Recall Precision F-Score

REVV Intra + Inter 0.90 0.91 0.90

REVV Intra 0.87 0.90 0.88

GIST Intra 0.53 0.84 0.65

RANSAC threshold of 25 feature matches enables removal of

all false positive image matches.

The memory usage by REVV and GIST for the 18000
keyframes per episode are listed in Table 1. Both REVV and

GIST produce compact signatures for efficient memory us-

age. It is therefore possible to use either REVV or GIST

to compare a large set of frames quickly and process many

videos in parallel on any standard multi-core server that is

equipped with random access memory of tens of gigabytes.

In addition to the smaller memory footprint for REVV,

the main advantage of REVV over GIST for preview match-

ing becomes evident when we examine the retrieval recall in

Table 1. REVV attains significantly higher recall because it

is designed to be more resilient against geometric and photo-

metric distortions, while GIST lacks robust invariance against

such distortions. To match preview and story frames accu-

rately in news videos, it is important to use a global image

signature that tolerates challenging appearance variations.

4.2. Anchor Detection

To evaluate the accuracy of the anchor detection algorithm,

the 8 thresholds in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are trained

on 12 episodes of NBC Nightly News (1 anchor/episode),

ABC World News (1 anchor/episode), and Nightly Business

Report (2 anchors/episode), and then the detection algorithm

is tested on 21 episodes of those news programs. The episodes

were broadcast in December of 2012 and January of 2013.

Keyframes are uniformly sampled at 5 frames/second from

each video. Since anchor shots have lower motion, a lower

sampling rate is used in this case compared to the rate of 10
frames/second used in preview matching. The same global

image signatures computed during the preview matching task

can be reused for anchor detection simply by temporally sub-

sampling the set of global image signatures by factor of 2.

Table 2 presents the recall, precision, and F-score of de-

tecting anchor time segments. A detected segment D and

ground truth segment G are paired if the normalized overlap

(D ∩ G)/(D ∪ G) exceeds 0.5. Each ground truth segment

can match at most one detected segment, and vice versa. We

define recall = (# correctly detected segments) / (# ground

truth segments), precision = (# correctly detected segments)

/ (# detected segments), and F-score = 2×recall×precision /

(recall + precision). Like in preview matching, the detection

performance using REVV and GIST signatures are evaluated.

From Table 2, it is clear that the REVV-based intra-episode



detector achieves good recall and precision and substantially

outperforms the GIST-based intra-episode detector. When

intra-episode and inter-episode detections are combined, a

further improvement in performance is achieved.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed efficient algorithms for matching preview

and story frames and for detecting anchor appearances in a

news video. Both algorithms utilize robust and memory-

efficient global image signatures to recognize instances of vi-

sual similarity in the video. Experiments have shown that

both algorithms are resilient against large appearance vari-

ations between visually similar frames. At the same time,

the algorithms can analyze videos near real-time and require

low memory footprints, so they are well suited for parallelized

processing of many videos in a large archive on a multi-core

server. Using these algorithms in news video content analysis,

valuable sources of preview clips and important clues about

story boundaries can be obtained. Future work can continue

to investigate more applications of discovering visual simi-

larity in news videos, such as removal of reoccurring com-

mercials, identification of similar footage on different news

networks, and recognition of people, places, and other inter-

esting objects in videos. Such applications can benefit the

dynamic mixing of news video clips in large archives.
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